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GUIDELINES FOR PUBLISHING ORIGINAL WORK 

 

Asclepio accepts original work both directly or indirectly related to the history 

of medicine and science for publication. Said works should be previously unpublished 

and may not be approved or be in the evaluation phase for publication in any other 

media. Two issues are published on a yearly basis including different sections: 

studies, texts, research notes, review essays, reviews and, sometimes, monograph 

studies. Although the usual language used is Spanish, articles in other languages are 

also accepted, such as English, French, Portuguese and Italian.  

The original work received is sent to specialized external evaluators, who then 

report according to the pairs and “double blind” review system. The articles are also 

examined by the members of the Board of Editors and by specialists of the Advisory 

Board. The journal agrees to communicate any of its decisions to the author within 6 

months.   

All texts are to be sent by email to asclepio.cchs@cchs.csic.es.  

The following information is to be sent on a separate page: full name of the 

author/s, degree/s held, place of work, email address, physical address and telephone 

number. It is to be sent with a 150-200 word abstract and five key words; these two 

elements, in addition to the title, are to be presented in the original language of the 

text and in English. The maximum length of the text should be no more than 8,500 

words counting both text and notes. Any tables, graphs or illustrations should be 

presented in separate files and clearly identified, including numbering order 

(according to the reference in the text), title and sources. The images are to be sent 

using TIFF or JPEG formats with a minimum resolution of 300dpi. Graphs and 

drawings should be in vector format. All illustrations must include a footnote, and 

every table an identification title. The authors are responsible for obtaining the 

permission necessary for the reproduction of any material (text, tables or figures) 

gathered from other publications or from other sources (libraries, archives…) and for 

correctly stating its source.  
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BIBLIOGRAPHY. 

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES. They will be gathered at the end of the 

article in a list in alphabetical order according the author’s surname; the surnames and 

names of the authors (except for the first letter) are to be in lower-case (no capital 

letters). If several works by the same author are cited, do not use quotes to substitute 

the name. The name is to be repeated as often as it is cited.  

References to primary sources (archive material, newspapers and analogues) 

are not to be included in the bibliographical list and are to be developed only as a 

footnote.  

The style for the references in this list is the following:  

— Books: surnames, full name of author (without a comma) date of publication (in 

parenthesis), book title (in italics), place of publication, publisher, pages.  

Example:  

Peset, José Luis (1983), Ciencia y marginación. Sobre negros, locos y criminales, 

Barcelona, Crítica, p. 73. 

— Chapters of a book: surname, full name of author (without a comma), year of 

publication (in parenthesis), “title of the chapter” (in quotes). In: surname, full 

name of the person responsible for the collective work (ed., coord….), title of 

the book (in italics), place of publication, publisher, first and last page number 

of the chapter and the page where the citation is located.  

Example:  

Cueto, Marcos (2011), “Natural History, High-Altitude Physiology and Evolutionary 

Ideas in Peru”. In: Glick, Thomas; Puig-Samper, Miguel Angel; Ruiz, Rosaura 

(eds.), The Reception of Darwinism in the Iberian World, Boston, Kluwer 

Academic Publishers, pp. 83-94, p. 90. 

— Journal articles: surname, full name of author (without a comma), year of 

publication (in parenthesis), “title of the article” (in quotes), name of the journal 

(in italics), volume number (without vol.), (issue/part number) (in parenthesis), 

first and last page of the article, page where citation is located.   

Example:  

Albarracín, Agustín (1972), “Intrusos, charlatanes, secretistas y curanderos. 

Aproximación sociológica al estudio de la asistencia extracientífica en la España 

del siglo XIX”, Asclepio, 24 (2), pp. 323-366, p. 329. 
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— Documents available online: are referenced according to the corresponding type of 

document adding [online] at the end, available at: URL, [retrieved on 

dd/mm/yyyy]. If the document has a DOI it is to be used instead of the URL, 

without the retrieval date. 

Example with URL:  

Maldonado Polo, J.L. (2003), “Ciencia y política. Los botánicos Mariano Lagasca y 

Simón de Rojas Clemente en las Cortes del Trienio Liberal”, Hispania, 63 (215), 

pp. 1031-1056, [online], available at: 

http://hispania.revistas.csic.es/index.php/hispania/article/view/212/215,  [retrieved 

on 15/12/2011]. 

Example with DOI:  

Fernández Prieto, Leida (2004), “Ciencia y reforma en la agricultura cañera en Cuba a 

finales del siglo XIX”, Revista de Indias, 64 (231), pp. 529-548, [online], doi: 

10.3989/revindias.2004.i231.425 

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL CITATION. Is to be included in the text, in parenthesis, 

indicating exclusively the author’s surname (in lower-case letters), year of 

publication, and page where the citation was obtained.   

Example:  

(López Piñero, 1987, p. 14). 

If several works by the same author from the same year are cited, a letter must 

be added (a, b, c…) next to the year of publication, both in the bibliographical citation 

and the list of bibliographical references.  

Example:  

Peset, José Luis (1983a), Ciencia y marginación. Sobre negros, locos y criminales, 

Barcelona, Crítica, p. 73. 

In the citation: (Peset, 1983a, p. 73). 

The use of ibidem, idem or op. cit. is unacceptable in any case.  

Footnotes should be reserved for comments or text clarification and may 

include any necessary bibliographical citations.  

The authors agree to correct any samples within the timeframes stipulated by 

the Director of the journal.  

The publication of original work does not give the right to receive any form of 

remuneration. The authors will receive a PDF file with the content of their work and a 

copy of the issue their work appears in.  
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Original work published by this Journal belongs to the Spanish Council for 

Scientific Research (CSIC) and therefore must be cited as a source in the case of any 

partial or total reproduction.  


